
totemo provides user-friendly, pragmatic and 
technologically leading solutions to industry 
and government to meet the increasing 
demands to maintain privacy when exchanging 
sensitive information.

All online communication with partners and 
customers remains confidential, reliable and 
efficient – and most importantly, device- and 
location-independent.

Our patented and FIPS 140-2-validated 
security platform enables seamless and quick 
integration into any existing IT infrastructure.

We secure our customers’ electronic 
communication since 2001. Globally operating 
companies as well as small and medium-sized 
enterprises from all industries rely on our 
solutions.

SELECTED CUSTOMERS
AXA | BASF | BaFin | Clariant   International | Credit 
Suisse | DACHSER | Deutsche Bank | Deutsche 
Telekom | Evonik Industries | Groupe Casino| 
innogy | MAN | Mercedes Benz | Novartis 
International | Prudential Group| Qatar National 
Bank | Rhenus Alpina | Rohde & Schwarz | 
Roland Berger | SCHUFA | SIX | Swisscom | 
Swiss International Air Lines | T-Systems | UBS | 
Volkswagen | WDR

SECURING DATA IN MOTION
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OUR SOLUTION PORTFOLIO

Secure Email Communication with totemomail®

Email communication is particularly vulnerable to data loss. Whoever 
wants to intercept data traffic can do so without great effort. Hence 
it is important for companies to use a reliable secure messaging 
solution that protects sensitive information. The totemomail® 
product family is optimized for mobile devices and helps strictly 
observe security policies as well as monitor them comprehensively 
for internal and external audits.

totemomail® Encryption Gateway protects your email 
communication with customers and business partners whereas 
totemomail® Internal Encryption secures your internal email 
traffic. In combination, they become the innovative and potent 
hybrid encryption solution totemomail® Hybrid Encryption. 

Secure Managed File Transfer with totemodata®

Data is exchanged freely and totally unsecured in most company 
networks. That’s because the FTP servers that are popular for 
exchanging large files do not meet current security standards. 
Moreover, there is a trend towards bigger and bigger email 
attachments, which is another non-secure way to exchange 
company data.

totemodata® is an easy-to-use solution that supports all types of 
secure file transfer such as human-to-human, human-to-system 
and system-to-system. It guarantees data confidentiality, integrity, 
as well as authenticity in any scenario for organisations across all 
industries. totemodata® is platform-independent, supports all 
established data exchange protocols and seamlessly integrates 
into any existing IT infrastructure. Its scalability makes it the ideal 
solution for companies and organisations of any size.

 
Secure Mobile Communication with totemomobile®

Nowadays, a large part of daily business activities and transactions is 
carried out on mobile devices. It is therefore all the more important 
that security is not overlooked. The totemomobile® product family 
makes sure companies do not need to sacrifice either security or 
ease-of-use when it comes to mobile communication.

Receive and share any sort of large file with colleagues via 
smartphone or tablet. Even encrypted messages can be read 
and answered easily and securely whilst on the go – no matter 
on which mobile device. Thus, companies protecting their mobile 
communication with totemomobile® are in an excellent position to 
support BYOD strategies.
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